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Abstract
Homes and communities exposed to inevitable extreme wildfire conditions do not have to suffer inevitable fire
destruction. Research shows that the characteristics of a structure and its immediate surroundings within 30
meters principally determine structure ignitions; this area is called the home ignition zone (HIZ) and defines
wildland-urban (WU) fires as a structure ignition problem and not a problem of controlling inevitable wildfires.
Instead of failing to control extreme wildfire behavior, an approach of reducing ignition conditions within the
HIZ resulting in ignition resistant structures can provide an effective alternative for preventing structure
ignitions and thus wildland-urban (WU) fire disasters without necessarily controlling extreme wildfires.
Introduction
The fire destruction of urban, suburban and exurban development during wildfires has come to be known as the
wildland-urban interface (WUI) fire problem. The term and its close variants have been used at least since 1974
(Butler 1974). Although this community fire destruction is initiated by wildfires, structure ignitions are not
determined by geographic location; rather, the fire destruction is determined by the ignition conditions of a
structure in relation to its immediate surroundings. Hence, the term wildland-urban (WU) fire is used without
“interface,” “intermix,” or other geographic references. Further explanation can be found in the “Defining the
WU Fire Problem” section below.
Recent (1990 to 2017) wildland-urban fire disasters are listed in Table 1; however, destruction of towns and
villages associated with wildfires in the United States (U.S.) commonly occurred in the fifty-five to onehundred years before the term originated (Pyne 1982). From 1871 to 1918 massive wildfires such as Peshtigo
(1871), Michigan (1881), Hinkley (1894), Adirondack (1903), Baudette (1910), Great Burn (1910) and Cloquet
(1918), associated with large areas of logging debris and slash and burn agriculture destroyed towns and killed
more than two thousand people in the Lake States and Northwest United States. To a lesser extent, WU fire
destruction continued but because most disasters seemed to occur in California, WU fires were largely
perceived as a California problem (Laughlin and Page 1987). In 1985, exceptional WU destruction during
wildfires motivated fire protection officials from federal and state agencies into initiating a collaborative effort
with the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA, Laughlin and Page 1987). This initiative lead to current
programs such as Firewise and Fire Adapted Communities. The imperative to prevent home and business
destruction and fatalities during wildfires has increased internationally with a crescendo of WU fire disasters
including Los Alamos (US), 2000; New South Wales-ACT (AUS), 2003; southern California (US), 2003;
Texas-Oklahoma (US), 2006; southern California (US), 2007; Victoria (AUS), 2009; Texas (US), 2011;
Colorado (US), 2012; Tennessee (US), 2016; Chile, 2017; Portugal-Spain, 2017; and northern and southern
California (US) 2017.
There is no historical evidence or current management trend to suggest that all wildfires can be excluded and if
not excluded, controlled with an initial suppression response. Thus, it is reasonable to assume the inevitability
of wildfire occurrence and extreme wildfire conditions (Williams 2013). Since the end of the Pleistocene, fires
primarily ignited by lightning and humans burned across North American landscapes (Stewart 2002). Most
North American ecosystems present during European discovery developed and were sustained by fire as a
principal ecological factor. Since European discovery and settlement, wildfire area-burned in the contiguous
U.S. declined to current levels 10 to 20 percent of the estimated historical area (Leehnouts 1998) due to the
depopulation of Native Americans, changing land use and fire suppression (Marlon 2012). Without fire,
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vegetation continued to grow and reproduce but without fire as a selective mechanism (Hessburg et al. 2005).
This has resulted in changes to species composition, vegetation density and vegetation continuity (Miller et al.
2009). Unlike recent times, most fires historically spread during conditions that were less than high to extreme
severity. For over one-hundred years U.S. fire suppression has successfully controlled 95 to 98 percent of
wildfires upon discovery and initial attack (Stephens and Ruth 2005) during the conditions when most historical
fires spread. Wildfires that produced extreme fire behavior conditions are among the 2 – 5 percent of wildfires
where initial attack has failed.
The approach for preventing WU fire disasters has been and is dominated by attempted wildfire exclusion and
suppression, and when that fails, by structure protection (Cohen 2010). However, WU fire disasters have only
occurred during extreme wildfire conditions when wildfire suppression fails (Cohen 2010). Table 1 provides a
list of WU fire disasters when 100 homes or more were destroyed during a wildfire. All of these WU fire
disasters occurred during extreme conditions that included high wind speeds, low relative humidity and
continuous flammable vegetation producing rapid fire growth rates, high fire intensities and showers of burning
embers (firebrands) across wide areas downwind from the wildfire (Cohen 2010).
Table 1 United States Wildland-Urban Fire Disasters during Extreme Wildfires
Homes-Businesses
Year
Incident
Location
Destroyed (approx.)
1990
1991
1993
1996
1998
2000
2002
2003
2006
2007
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Painted Cave
WA state ‘Firestorm’
Tunnel
Laguna Hills, Old Topanga
Millers Reach
Florida wildfires
Cerro Grande
Hayman
Rodeo-Chediski
Aspen
Old, Cedar, etc.
TX, OK Wildfires
Angora
Witch, Slide, etc.
Fourmile Canyon
Bastrop Complex, etc.
High Park
Waldo Canyon
Black Forest
Carlton Complex, etc.
Butte
Valley
Chimney Tops 2
Atlas, Tubbs, Nun and
Redwood Valley Complex
Thomas

Santa Barbara, CA
Spokane, WA
Oakland, CA
Laguna & Malibu, CA
Big Lake, AK
Flagler & Volusia Cnty, FL
Los Alamos, NM
NW of Colorado Sprgs, CO
Heber-Overgaard, AZ
Summerhaven, AZ
Southern CA
TX & OK
Lake Tahoe, CA
Southern CA
Boulder County, CO
Central TX
Rist Canyon, CO
Colorado Springs, CO
El Paso County, CO
Okanogan County, WA
Amador County, CA
Lake County, CA
Eastern Tennessee
Sonoma, Napa, Solano and
Mendocino Counties, CA
Ventura County, CA

479
108
2900
634
344
300
239
139
426
340
3640
723
245
2180
168
2725
259
346
511
342
475
1322
2400
8334
1063

Wildland-urban fire disasters will continue without an effective prevention approach and effective prevention
will require understanding of how the disasters occur and how structures ignite. The inevitability of wildfires
during severe conditions leading to extreme, uncontrollable WUI fire conditions suggests that WU fire disasters
are inevitable. However, observations of WU fire destruction patterns, analyses of how WU fire disasters occur,
and research on how structures ignite during extreme wildfires indicate the conditions for ignition of a structure
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and a structure’s immediate surroundings principally determine a home’s total destruction, not its geographic
location and wildfire flame exposure.
Patterns of WUI Fire Destruction
Examinations of WU fire disasters such as those listed in Table 1 have revealed unconsumed vegetation
adjacent to and surrounding most home destruction. For example, examinations of the Grass Valley Fire (Cohen
and Stratton 2008) and the Fourmile Canyon Fire (Graham et al. 2012) found 97 percent and 83 percent of
home destruction respectively, was not associated with high intensity wildfire flame exposures. Although these
observations do not identify specific causes of structure ignitions, the patterns of destruction indicate how
structures could not have ignited. Home destruction with adjacent unconsumed shrub and tree vegetation as well
as throughout a residential area (Figure 1a) along with fuel discontinuities due to streets (Figure 1b) indicate the
following:
 High intensity wildfire does not continuously spread through a community as a wave or flood of flame,
 Unconsumed shrub and tree canopies and structures adjacent to homes do not produce high intensity
flame exposures and indicate surface fires and burning embers (firebrands) are the ignition source, and
 Total destruction of homes is not an indicator of high intensity wildfire exposure.
Furthermore, these WU fire patterns suggest the characteristics of a home and its immediate surroundings
principally determine home ignitions resulting in total destruction. Two factors influencing the destruction
patterns during extreme wildfire conditions in Figures 1 – 5 are apparent: 1) fire spread characteristics change
from ‘wildland’ to ‘urban,’ and 2) home ignitions are determined by conditions of a home related to a home’s
immediate surroundings.

a)
b)
Figures 1a, b.
a) Home destruction across a residential area during the 2007 Grass Valley Fire, Lake Arrowhead, CA. b) Rows of
destroyed homes with adjacent unconsumed tree canopies during the 2007 Grass Valley Fire in Lake Arrowhead, CA.

Continuous high intensity wildfire spread is disrupted and does not continue into a residential area due to fuel
discontinuities such as streets, driveways and home sites. Figure 2a is an example of a high intensity wildfire
(crown fire during the 2000 Rodeo-Chediski Fire) that spread to the edge of a residential development but did
not continue across the first residential street. Although the crown fire spread ceased at the street, a shower of
firebrands into the downwind residential area initiated fires around and on structures resulting in their total
destruction. Trees within the residential area that were not between and over structures typically did not burn
(Figure 2b).
Most home ignitions occur from sources within a home’s immediate surroundings, not a tsunami of wildfire
flames flowing through a residential area. Thus, most totally destroyed homes during extreme wildfire
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a)
b)
Figures 2a, b.
a) Spreading crown fire stopped at the perimeter residential street. b) Trees away from burning structures did not burn.
Nearly the entire RV park was totally destroyed, 2002 Rodeo-Chediski Fire, Heber-Overgaard, AZ.

conditions are associated with low intensity fire exposures; from surface fires spreading to make flame contact
with a home and firebrands accumulating at flammable locations and directly igniting the home. Examination of
the destruction shown in Figure 3 (a, b) determined the homes were primarily exposed to low intensity flame
contact hours after the active crown fire (2000 Cerro Grande Fire) spread past the area (Cohen 2000). Surface
fire spread through continuous forest litter to produce flame contact with the wood sided homes. Although
homes were ignited, the surface fire intensities were not sufficient to sustainably ignite the wood rail fence in
the photo background. Structure-to-structure flame exposures were not sufficient for ignition as indicated by the
unburned tree canopy between structures in Figure 3a; however, charred trees adjacent to the homes in both
Figure 3a and b were ignited by the burning homes. The home in Figure 4a was burning within an unburned,

a)
b)
Figures 3a, b.
a) Total destruction of a home and its neighbor surrounded by unconsumed vegetation. b) The same destroyed home
looking down slope towards undeveloped land from where surface fire spread. Los Alamos, NM during the 2000 Cerro
Grande Fire.

green conifer canopy; there was only evidence of surface fire leading to the home. Without any evidence of a
high intensity flame exposure, the home could only have ignited from surface fire spreading to contact
flammable structure materials at ground level and firebrands collecting on flammable structure materials and
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a)
b)
Figures 4a, b.
a) Burning home during the 2002 Missionary Ridge Fire, Southwestern Colorado. b) Isolated home destruction within a
residential area during the 2007 Grass Valley Fire, Lake Arrowhead, CA.

accumulated debris. The totally destroyed home of Figure 4b was within the community, separated from the
actual wildfire by streets and driveways. The surrounding unconsumed vegetation and other homes indicate
firebrands as the only possible ignition source. Firebrands may have ignited adjacent surface litter resulting in
fire spreading to and contacting the home, and firebrands may have ignited the home by accumulating on and
igniting flammable structure materials and debris such as dead leaves and pine needles, firewood, etc. In each of
these representative examples (Figures 1-5), extreme
wildfire conditions were the initiating ignition source but
the community fuel conditions, that is, structures and
vegetation within the community area determined home
ignitions. In addition, Figure 5, showing the total
destruction of four homes surrounded by green conifers,
demonstrates that total home destruction is not indicative
of high intensity wildfire flame exposures.
The example burn patterns discussed were largely from
residential developments where the community
development was dense enough for access roads and
home sites to discontinue the wildfire spread but sparse
enough that structure-to-structure flame exposures were
Figure 5. Four totally destroyed homes surrounded by
not a significant fire spread factor. For high density
unburned conifer canopies, 2007 Grass Valley Fire,
residential development, Figure 6 shows total home
Lake Arrowhead, CA.
destruction where wildfire generated firebrands initiated
ignitions that continued through the residential area by structure-to-structure fire spread. As previously shown,
the unconsumed tree canopies and shrubs along streets and the development perimeter indicate that local
conditions determined home ignitions; however, in this case the local ignition sources were firebrands from
burning homes and flames from an adjacent burning home. In areas of scattered residential development (less
than one home every four hectares), roads and home sites may not prevent crown fire spread. Figure 7 shows a
surviving home surrounded by tree canopies consumed during high intensity wildfire spread. In this case the
local conditions of an ignition resistant home and reduced radiative and convective heating by removing
vegetation immediately surrounding the home did not produce a sustained structure ignition leading to total
destruction.
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Figure 6.
Figure 7.
Fig. 6) Destruction in a high density residential area was initiated by firebrands from the Tubbs Fire but continued with
structure-to-structure fire spread; September 2017, Coffey Park, Santa Rosa, CA.
Fig. 7) The ignition resistant house did not ignite from a high intensity wildfire that spread through the low density
residential area during the Fourmile Canyon Fire, Boulder County, CO.

How WU Fire Disasters Occur
Extreme wildfires are the principal initiator of WU fire disasters by producing simultaneous ignitions over large
areas of residential development. The previous discussion associated WU fire disasters with extreme wildfire
conditions, an intuitive relationship. However, the patterns of residential destruction indicated local conditions
principally determined structure ignitions and most exposures responsible for ignition were low intensity flames
and firebrands, a counter-intuitive relationship. This section describes a sequence of factors that explains how
emergency wildfire suppression and structure protection, the principal approach to extreme WU fires, is
ineffective for preventing WUI fire disasters even when most structure ignitions are initiated by low intensity
exposures.

Figure 8. Extreme wildfire conditions result in failed wildfire control and structure protection leading to residential fire
disasters (Cohen 2010; Calkin et al. 2014).

The disaster sequence (Figure 8) begins with a set of conditions that consequently overwhelm the emergency
wildfire and structure protection efforts and the ability to prevent a WU fire disaster.
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Severe Wildfire Potential
The fuel, weather and topography determine the wildfire behavior potential.
 Fuel: the vegetation species composition, structure and continuity,
 Weather: the relative humidity, temperature and precipitation affecting fuel moisture content, and the
wind speed,
 Topography: the slope steepness and terrain channeling of the wind and wildfire convection.
Although an area may be classified as wildland-urban interface based on residential development (“urban”) in
proximity to undeveloped land (“wildland”) (Davis 1990; USDA Forest Service 2001; Martinuzzi et al. 2015) it
may rarely experience severe wildfire potential due to fuels that do not burn with high intensity and/or weather
conditions that infrequently have low relative humidity with high wind speeds and extended dry periods. Thus,
the identification and mapping of WU fire potential requires factors related to the degree and frequency of
extreme wildfire conditions and the extent of residential development (Menakis et al. 2002).
Extreme Burning Conditions
The occurrence of severe wildfire potential given an ignition (or ignitions) produces wildfires with high
intensities and rapid growth rates. Commonly severe wildfire potential includes flammable shrub and tree
canopy foliage that burn to broadly shower firebrands more than a kilometer downwind that ignite numerous
spot fires across an area. Due to rapid fire growth and high intensities, extreme wildfires overwhelm fire control
operations and safety considerations restrict firefighter engagement, thus making wildfire suppression
ineffective.
Residential Fires
Given the presence of residential development (and businesses), extreme wildfires can expose a broad area of
homes to ignition. Exposure of homes vulnerable to ignition leads to numerous homes simultaneously burning.
Typically, large numbers of homes exposed to wildfire ignitions result from high residential density
(concentrated suburban development) and the initial ignitions within the residential area are typically from
wildfire generated firebrands with little to no wildfire flame exposure.
Firefighting Resources Overwhelmed
More homes are simultaneously exposed to ignition than the availability of structure protection resources. With
residents evacuated and relatively few firefighters, small home ignitions from firebrands and low intensity
surface fires are not extinguished. For example, the 2010 Fourmile Canyon Fire investigation found that
without consideration for firefighter safety, best-case estimates of available firefighting resources could only
protect about 15 percent of the wildfire exposed homes (Graham et al. 2012). Fire protection is typically
proportional to the standard structural fire response involving a single structure and perhaps neighboring
structures; however, the capability to protect for the rare local occurrence of hundreds to thousands of
simultaneously exposed structures is not practical.
Firefighting Effectiveness Reduced
Having significantly fewer available structure protection resources than exposed homes results in triage putting
priority on homes judged to be protectable. With the addition of firefighter safety limitations and residents
evacuated, most homes (for example, more than 85 percent in the Fourmile Canyon Fire) receive no attention
during wildfire exposures. Any home that sustains an ignition with no attention burns to total destruction
regardless of the ignition source intensity (Figure 5).
WU Fire Disaster
Extreme wildfires overwhelm fire suppression and initiate ignitions over a wide area of residential development
that overwhelms structure protection. A vast majority of homes are unprotected and those sustaining ignition
free-burn to total destruction. Although tactical firefighter actions save some homes, strategically, wildland and
structure protection fails to prevent a WUI fire disaster – hundreds to thousands of homes burn to total
destruction. Given the inevitability of extreme wildfire conditions, the inevitability of WUI fire disasters seems
assured with the continued emphasis on a reactive wildland and structure firefighting approach.
Defining the WU Fire Problem
The above discussion showed that WU fire disasters have only occurred during extreme wildfire conditions
(Table 1) and yet, the patterns of destruction (Figures 1-7) show that conditions local to a home principally
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determine its ignition. This indicates that the WU fire problem cannot be reliably identified as a geographic
location (Davis 1990; Martinuzzi et al. 2015) but rather as a set of conditions related to the potential for extreme
wildfire behavior and the home ignition potential of an exposed residential area. Inspection of the Disaster
Sequence (Figure 8) reveals that if homes are ignition resistant and most homes do not ignite (“Residential
Fires” factor), fire protection is not overwhelmed, available protection is effective for ignitions that do occur,
and WU fire disasters are prevented; extreme wildfires can occur without WU fire disasters. This indicates that
WU fire disasters are principally a home ignition problem (effective reduction possible), not a problem of
controlling extreme wildfires (control not possible).
Preventing home destruction leading to WU fire disasters requires an appropriate problem definition with which
to base an effective mitigation approach. However, an appropriate problem definition requires an appropriate
identifying term. The word “Interface” in the term Wildland-Urban Interface indicates the problem is
geographically related to a location rather than a set of ignition conditions. Thus, community destruction during
wildfires is referred to as wildland-urban (WU) fire. Because WU fire destruction is a home/structure ignition
problem, an appropriate problem definition must generally relate the “wildland” ignition factors of firebrands
and flames to the “urban” ignition due to a structure’s flammable materials and design. The following WU fire
definition paraphrases C.P. Butler (1974):
In its simplest terms, WU fire is where the fuel feeding a wildfire changes from ‘wildland’ fuel
(vegetation) to ‘urban’ fuel (homes/structures). To initiate this, the flames and firebrands of the wildfire
must be close enough to or in contact with the flammable materials of a structure resulting in sustained
home/structure ignitions.
In essence, the WU fire definition is a statement relating the heat transfer of burning objects (flames and
firebrands) to a structure’s ignition. The patterns of destruction previously discussed indicate the required heat
transfer for a sustained home ignition is determined by the conditions of a structure in relation to a structure’s
immediate surroundings. This area, a structure/home and its immediate surroundings, is called the Home
Ignition Zone (HIZ) (Cohen 2001; Cohen and Stratton 2008; Cohen 2010). However, the WU fire definition and
the observed patterns of home destruction neither give a quantitative description for the extent of ‘immediate
surroundings’ nor a comprehensive description for how structure ignitions can occur. Thus, further research into
how structures can ignite during extreme wildfire conditions has enabled the identification and assessment of
ignition vulnerabilities (NFPA 2017) with guidance for effectively increasing home ignition resistance during
extreme wildfire conditions (NFPA and IBHS 2017).
How Structures Can (and Cannot) Ignite during Extreme Wildfires
Research investigations using computational modeling, laboratory and field experiments, and on-site
examinations of WU fire destruction have generally identified the factors responsible for structure ignitions
during extreme wildfire conditions. Although continued research is necessary to further describe specific
ignition factors and develop practical methods for reducing structure ignitability, current understanding is
sufficient to guide effective abatement of structure ignitions during extreme wildfires.
Two principal WU fire characteristics provide profound opportunities for reducing structure ignitability during
extreme wildfire conditions:
 The HIZ, the area that principally determines structure ignitions is typically within 30 meters of a
structure, and
 The most common sources of home ignition are firebrands and flame contact from burning surface fuels.
Computational modeling and experiments determined large flames from high intensity crown fires must be
within 30 meters of a wood wall for piloted ignition to occur (Cohen 2004). Thirty meters, an intended overestimate, has become the recommended distance from a house to the extent of an HIZ (NFPA 2018). The HIZ
and collectively, the community is the principal area for mitigations in creating ignition resistant structures
without the necessity of controlling extreme wildfire behavior. This, in turn, is consistent with and reinforces
the WU fire definition as a home ignition problem not a wildfire control problem and provides the opportunity
to separate the WU fire problem from managing wildland fire (Cohen 2010).
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WU fire disaster examinations (Cohen 2000; Cohen 2003; Cohen and Stratton 2008; Graham et al. 2012; Cohen
2017) indicate the most common sources of total home destruction are from direct contact with burning objects
– ignitions directly from firebrands on a structure, and flaming and smoldering combustion spreading to
flammable building materials. As seen in Figures 1-5 and the results of WU fire disaster examinations, low
intensities are the most common sources of home destruction; however, the low intensities primarily resulted
from fuel discontinuities within existing residential development (for example, Figures 1a, 1b and 2a). In the
case of structure-to-structure fire spread seen in Figure 6 firebrand shower generated many spot ignitions that
initiated extensive community destruction due to overlapping HIZs. The physics of the problem has not changed
but the high density of structure fuels suggests the need for socially coordinated structure ignition resistance
using codes and regulations.
The relatively small area of a HIZ that principally determines home ignitions during extreme wildfires and the
limited removal of tree and shrub vegetation required for preventing high intensity burning within a HIZ
indicate that WU fire disasters are not inevitable during inevitable wildfires. Making structures ignition resistant
during extreme wildfire exposures requires effective mitigations of a structure’s ignition vulnerabilities in
relation to potential ignition sources (flames and firebrands) within the HIZ and firebrand showers generated
from extreme wildfire conditions outside the HIZ. Common home building materials require no contact with
flames or smoldering materials; however, this is readily achievable without removing all vegetation (NFPA
2018). Without structure flame contact and no high intensity burning within the HIZ (crown fire and out
buildings), firebrands become the only ignition mechanism of a structure. To achieve an ignition resistant HIZ,
the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) and Insurance Institute for Business and Home Safety (IBHS)
provide mitigation information and recommendations (NFPA and IBHS 2018), and Hakes et al. (2016) provide
an extensive research summary identifying structure ignition vulnerabilities. Fireproofing structures is not a
realistic expectation but with an ignition resistant HIZ, effectively preventing home destruction and WU fire
disasters becomes the extinguishment of small firebrand ignitions rather than an attempt to control inevitable
extreme wildfires.
Ignition Resistant Homes Make for Ignition Resistant Communities
Homes and other structures can be made ignition resistant by mitigating structure ignition vulnerabilities in
relation to the mitigated burning potential of surrounding flammable objects within the HIZ. Ignition resistant
structures (always includes homes) can be achieved without necessarily controlling extreme wildfires. The
following describes the characteristics of an ignition resistant HIZ:
 No high intensity burning involving shrub and tree canopy foliage and other structures occur within 30
meters of the primary structure.
 Surface fires within 10 meters of the structure do not burn with intensities and durations sufficient to ignite
shrub and tree canopies and flames do not contact any part of the structure; attachments such as decks,
porches, board walks, fences etc. are considered part of the structure.
 No materials within 1 to 1.5 meters of the structure sustain flaming or smoldering combustion;
 Given the above conditions, the structure is not subject to convective or radiative flame exposures sufficient
to pilot and sustain a structure ignition; ignition potential is only from firebrands accumulating directly on
the structure and its attachments.
 Structures are made ignition resistant to firebrands by removing debris (dead leaves, needles, firewood,
lumber, etc.) from on, under and immediately adjacent to materials capable of sustaining smoldering and
flaming combustion, all exterior vents and other openings are appropriately screened to eliminate firebrands
capable of igniting most materials, and highly vulnerable areas of the structure exposed to firebrands have
surfaces made of or covered by nonflammable materials (NFPA 2018; NFPA and IBHS 2017).
Although one should not assume that mitigations will fire-proof homes and other structures, mitigations of
ignition vulnerabilities within the HIZ can reduce the number of ignitions, and sustained ignitions will be from
firebrands on the structure that typically initiate as smoldering and then slowly transition to flaming combustion
(except for flammable wood roofs). Ignition resistant homes and other structures will increase fire protection
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effectiveness, increase options for life-safety, prevent WU fire disasters at the community level, and facilitate a
more ecologically appropriate management of wildland fire.
Ignition resistant homes collectively make for ignition resistant communities. This is particularly the case where
housing densities are greater than one house per HIZ (approximately one house per 0.5 hectares) and hundreds
to thousands of homes and other structures are exposed to extreme wildfire conditions. Given the ignition
resistant HIZ characteristics just discussed and a return to the Disaster Sequence (Figure 8, upper right box),
“highly ignitable homes” become ignition resistant homes and “numerous ignitions” become few ignitions with
slow burning. This results in many homes not igniting and available protection resources (firefighters and
potentially residents) becoming proportional to the protection needs; WU fire disasters are prevented.
Continuing this case, ignition resistant communities increase life-safety options. With the rapid on-set of
extreme wildfire conditions and the inability safely evacuate (for example, the 2003 Cedar Fire in San Diego
County, CA, the 2017 Tubbs Fire, Santa Rosa, CA and the 2018 Carr Fire, Shasta County, CA) an ignition
resistant HIZ can provide a life-safety option. Ignition resistant homes either do not sustain ignitions or are
slow to become involved in fire during extreme fire behavior conditions. Thus, an ignition resistant HIZ, the
home and its immediate surroundings, can provide firefighters and residents the home as a shield or shelter
during peak wildfire conditions as shown in Figure 9a and b. The HIZ safety option is enhanced with an ignition
resistant community.

Figures 9a, b.
a) The homeowner and several firefighters sheltered inside this home during a spreading crown fire that spread within
approximately 15 meters of the house at the nearest. b) The home did not incur any ignitions. No protective actions were
required by firefighters or the homeowner during or after the intense burning.

Ignition resistant communities based on the collective HIZs effectively address WU fire as a home ignition
problem. Thus, ignition resistant communities can be successfully protected from destruction and WU fire
disasters can be prevented during extreme wildfire conditions without wildfire control. The structure ignitionHIZ approach provides an effective alternative to the demonstrated ineffectiveness of wildfire control during
extreme wildfire conditions. This suggests two significant benefits for wildland fire management: reducing
wildfire suppression costs due to attempts at community protection, and the facilitation of proactive wildland
fire as an appropriate ecological factor.
The substantial wildfire suppression costs when communities are threatened can be reduced with ignition
resistant communities. A US Department of Agriculture report (2006) found that 50 to 95 percent of a large
fire’s suppression cost was attributed to actions for protecting communities. These incidents are among the 2
percent of wildfires that escape initial attack and overwhelm wildfire suppression and structure protection
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resources during extreme wildfire conditions. Ignition resistant communities could potentially reduce those
suppression costs as well as the social and financial costs of the WU fire disaster.
Ignition resistant communities provide an effective approach for preventing WU fire disasters without the
adverse effects of intensive fire suppression. The wildfire threat to communities motivates wildfire exclusion
and suppression and inhibits proactive management for restoring wildland fire as an appropriate ecological
factor. This exacerbates the previously discussed “wildfire paradox.” By postponing the inevitable wildfire to
severe fire conditions, the wildfire suppression-control approach unintendedly increases the likelihood of
communities experiencing extreme wildfire exposures. Recognition of the significantly reduced wildfire threat
to ignition resistant communities would facilitate ecologically appropriate fire occurrence, and thereby sustain
human benefits from fire resilient wildlands.
Summary
Wildland fire has been a significant ecological factor in developing and sustaining most North American
ecosystems. Historical wildland fire occurrence has been interrupted since European discovery and settlement
with the last century of fire suppression being the most recent large scale disruption. Wildfire occurrence is
inevitable and wildfires during severe conditions producing extreme fire behavior conditions are inevitable.
Extreme wildfires are among the 2 percent of wildfires that escape initial to become large. Wildland-urban
(WU) fire disasters with hundreds to thousands of destroyed homes only occur during extreme wildfire
conditions when wildfire control is not possible. However, WU fire disasters are not inevitable. Research results
show that home destruction during extreme wildfires are principally determined by a structure’s characteristics
in relation to its immediate surroundings within 30 meters called the home ignition zone (HIZ). Wildland-urban
fire disasters are a structure ignition problem that can be prevented by creating ignition resistant structures
within the HIZ without necessarily controlling wildfires. Collectively, ignition resistant structures create
ignition resistant communities. With an ignition resistant structures approach to WU fire, community fire
protection effectiveness increases, life-safety options within communities increase, wildfire suppression costs
decrease, and ecologically appropriate wildland fire occurrence is facilitated – all providing increased human
benefits.
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